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AFRICA'S EXPECTATIONS UNDER LOME [V CONVENTION

IN THE AREA OF TRADE

I. BACKGROUND

1. Fifteen member states of European Union(EU) constitute a major African traditional trade

partners. 57:2 percent of total Africa's products went to EU in 1992 and Africa's imports from

EU accounted for 48.7 percent of her total imports in the same period.!./. Yet Africa's share

in EU import trade has been declining over the years. Ayailabieikta indicates a deep fall from

6.3 percent share in 1980 to only 3.3 percent in 1992 of EU total imports. Prospects seem to

be glimmer as Africa loses out on her overall competitiveness in both production and trade to

other third world countries notably in East Asia and the Pacific II. Such is the sombre picture

in spite olAfrica's long standing preferential trade benefits under Lome Conventions including

the current Lome IV.

2. Lome IV Convention is a development cooperation pact between two groups of 15 member

states of the European Union and 70 States of the African, Caribbean and Pacific(ACP) group

of countries. The Convention has an aid and trade component. Lome IV signed in 1989 is a

successor to similar previous Conventions that have governed the trade and development

cooperation, between these two groups since its inception nearly 40 years ago. It is a

relationship that traces its beginning from the Treaty of Rome. At the time, provisions for aid

and trade framework were first incorporated for independent African territories. These were

initially limited to tew former French and Belgium territories and colonies but were subsequently

extended to include the former British colonies and territories.

3. The current Convention run for ten years except for the financial Protocol which had a

validity of five years and which ended in February 1995. The financial protocol was thus subject

for renegotiation for a second five year period. At the same time, provisions in Article 366 of

theTreatyallowsEitherparty to request for a review of any of theprovisions with a view to a
possible amendment of the Convention. The EU and the ACP groups have availed themselves

to these provisions and for eleven months became engaged in some intensive negotiations for its

review.

4. The main concern for African countries is the question continued maximization of their

benefits under Lome IV Convention. .Despite their reliance and strong commitment to this

cooperation, the Convention has foiled to make a significant impact to the development of

Africa's trade sector as demonstrated t>y the declining trade snares and lack or diversification.

1/ GATTj 1994, International Trade " '

2/ Six East Asian countries increased the value of their exports

shares from 1.5 in 1973 to 3.6 in 1992 ^

i
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Obviously, the blame can not ail be squarely put on Lome shortcomings. Other forces both

endogenous and exogenous of social, political and economic nature like continuous civil strives,

recurrent natural disasters, debt burden and declining commodity prices etc all impact on the

implementation of Lome Convention.

5. The issue remain however, that Lome IV promises have not entirely lived up to Africa's

expectations. African countries have failed to fully reap even those benefits guaranteed under

the Convention tor reasons that might be within EU control. The situation has been compounded

by increased ElTs commitment to other regions notably Central and Eastern European countries

under GSP as well as to other Latin American countries. These expanded commitments can not

be met without marginalizing ACP preferential benefits. Secondly, EU tariff offers under MFN

have been greatly reduced thus eroding ACP preferential margins and thirdly, there is the well

publicised bureaucratic delays in disbursing project funds. On top of these, the recently

renegotiated terms of Lome IV aid package tall way below the required amount to build up an

export capacity of ACP countries.

6. ' It is partly because of these implementation problems that ACP countries have pressed for

reviewing trade cooperation measures to ensure that they maintain their trade preferential benefits

under the Convention. The immediate question that might be asked is as to what extent Lome

IV Convention is expected to live up -to its objectives of creating ajust and balanced world order

by inter alia stunuiating the development of the ACP trade sector. Could the reality be as the

former ECA executive secretary once put it, that the Convention could just lull countries.into

a sense of false security!/ • In which case African countries need to reflect on this relationship

to better adapt their future trade prospects with or without the Convention. This paper reviews

the issues that have surrounded Lome IV Convention during the Mid-term reviews and how they

were resolved during the renegotiations. It then reflects on me future prospects for Lome in the

light of recent global development notably the conclusion of Uruguay Round of Multilateral

Trade Negotiations(MTN) and the subsequent establishment of new World Trade Organisation.

II. IMPORTANCE OF LOME IV CONVENTION TO AFRICA'S TRADE

7. African countries make up two third of the African, Caribbean and the Pacific Group of

countries attach to the Convention. Such attachment is also demonstrated by the fact that each

state in sub-Saharan Africa has found it necessary to be a participant to each succeeding

Convention. • £*&:

1/ Address made by Adedeji Avon Lome IV "Is it a Panacea for '**\
Africa's Socio-Economic Maladjustment or.it is merely a Placebo"-,

28 February 1991, Kampala. ■_ ,j
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8. There are some other dimensions to this relationship not least of them, the well established

and predictable source of development assistance HU allocates to African countries but perhaps

most importantly is the fact that HU countries are the major traditional trading partner to most

African countries. This historical bond is reflected in the well developed infrastructural facilities

that has propelled continued channelling of trade to this market. Such relationship has tor many

years lulled many countries into counting oh some "real or imagined" benefits that could be

obtained from the trade arrangements.

9. The European Union runs a hierarchy of trade preferences, the so called pyramid of

preferences. This approach is designed to ensure that assistance is concentrated on the poorest

countries. Thus, ACP/African states with the lowest GDP levels are supposed to be at the apex

of this pyramid. This automatically qualifies them to the most preferential access. It remains

. to be seen what the actual value of these benefits really are.

10. Trade component under Lome IV has tour basic elements, which include firstly, the non-

jeciprocal preferential, access tor ACP exports to EU market along with the associated provisions

for customs facilitation like the protocols for the rules of origin; secondly, the commodity and

commodity protocols with provisions for stabilizing commodity export earnings through the

STABEX programme; thirdly, the trade development cooperation which supports activities aimed

at enhancing the performance of trade sector and fostering diversification both horizontally and

vertically through the development of processing, marketing, distribution and transport (PMDT);

fourthly, the trade in services which was originally not negotiated under Lome IV due to ongoing

Uruguay Round MTN oh which this chapter was to have been modelled. Each of these have

been the focus and scrutiny ofnegotiations by ACP countries during the recently concluded Mid

term Review negotiations. The extent to which these benefits have been enhanced is very

difficult to gauge given that Africa's trade sector continues to perform dismally in spite of the

preferential treatment of her products both under the Convention and under GSP.

11*. Yet it is important at this stage to critically assess the actual value of trade preferences

under Lome to African countries particularly since the recent global trade liberalization under

the Uruguay Round Agreements will ultimately erode some of ACP preferences. A more

detailed account of the trade provision under Lome IV was given in document

E/ECA/TRADE/94/8 "Critical Mid-Term Review of Lome IV: Trade Development,, and

Cooperation" which was presented at one of the ACP council meeting in April 1994 in Brussels

in addition to manv other documents which have expounded on the Convention since its

inception. I mis only a Dnet discussion oi eacn neeu oe given nere putting empnasis on analysing

its importance towards the promotion and development of Africa's trade sector.

■ v?-;^

"„'¥, ,;'^

' ■';#
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A. Market Access

12. Market access under Lome IV Convention tor ACP exports to EU market is governed by

provisions under Title I of the Treaty entitled Trade Cooperation. It covers Articles 168 to 181
in addition to the relevant protocols and Annexes. The stated objectives for trade cooperation

provisions is to promote trade between ACP states and EU and in particular to secure effective

additional advantages for ACP states' trade with EU by improving conditions of access of their

products. To this end entry of these exports are free of customs duty and other equivalent

effects; except for those products covered under the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP).

Additionally, preferences granted to ACP states are not reciprocated.

13. A look at how these preferences work could allow better assessment of their benefit to

African countries. African countries are beneficiaries of various preferential tariff rates under

the different schemes although the most important ones are those ~under EU/ACP Lome

Convention. Furthermore, the EU has also a special scheme for least developed countries where

a number of African countries(28) qualify. It so happens however, that other important markets

for Africa's products i.e Japan and USA also apply a special GSP for least developed countries

which place preferences offered to some products under Lome at par with those other schemes.

The third preferential benefits is under the GATT MFN.

14. Three principal characteristics underpin the access conditions of Africa's exports to EU

market under Lome IV Convention: There are those commodities that enter EU market duty
free. These include such products as tea, cocoa, spices, unmanufactured rough tropical wood,

fresh fish, jute products, sisal twine cordage, cooper, tin, phosphates and petro chemicals 4/.
fn terms of export value these products account tor a significant proportion of Africa's exports,

over 60%. However, it so happen that these product would have the same access conditions

under other principal markets like USA and Japan under the GSP preferential arrangements as

notedahoye. - . . x/a

15. The second group of products are those which enjoy preferential tariff margin under Lome

IV over the GSP rates. Such products include coffee, vegetable oils, oilseed products, fish and

meat products, rice, tropical fruit(preserved) fruit juice. The third group constitute products that

are highly protected and subsidized. Some of these are temperate products which compete with

EU producers and fall under the Common Agricultural Policy. Similarly clothing and textile

fjiouucis are cuuiruucu uiiuci me mum-rime Mgiccnieut \ivirA). riuuucia uuuci wia coicfcuiy

are subject to special protocols that allow access with specified terms including quota

restrictions, calenders, price guarantees etc. Such products include banana, rum, sugar beef and

■veal., -:■•---- - -.:•-■ . -.,- -^W:-'- ■■ ■ ■■" .-^ -- .',*■■„■■-.'--• -

V UNCTAD/UNDP, Market Access Conditions for A<

Products of Sub-Saharan Africa. Geneva, Table 4
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16. Non:tarifF measures also affect access conditions of Africa's exports in EU market. These

have been found to be even more significant given that the bulk of Africa's exports to EU market

tall under the duty free or very low tariff rate categories. Common measures employed on

Africa's exports are quantitative limits to certain agricultural products qualifying tor duty free.

Products like beef and veal, rice, fruit and vegetables are subject to quantitative restrictions: So

far only six African countries^/ qualify to export meat to EU market under the preferential

arrangement, each with special annual quota. Some levies and charges which are often imposed

at the discretion of the customs officers are major source of uncertainty about the market. For

instance there has been incidence of levies applied to beef if exporting countries tailed to impose

export duty. Conditions of beef access to EU in addition to quota restrictions is that the

exporting country assess an equivalent tax on exports. Oil seeds tace compensatory levies just

as countervailing tax is sometimes assessed on fruit and vegetables.

17. In addition to those levies, internal sales taxes levied on sale or consumption of certain

commodities in EU market are affecting both domestic and foreign suppliers ofproduct but hurt

the foreign supplier more because of increased cost of product, Products like bananas,

chocolates, sugar products, coffee, oil seeds and edible oils, rum, and tobacco products, all Of

which are of export importance to African countries, have been affected by these internal sales

taxes.

1. How African countries have fared under Lome IV Market Access Provisions

''■'",- . ■'■■-. ' ■:"■/.■ ':'' ' ■

18. In analyzing the impact of access provisions under Lome IV to Africa's export products,

there are a few elements to consider. One is the significance of these preferential benefits in

terms of providing incentives to African exporters to increase not only their traditional exports

but diversity into other high value products. Second, there are the considerations of the effect

that Uruguay Round wouldhave on these benefits.

19. Lome IV access provisions in themselves can not entirely be dismissed as irrelevant

towards promoting Africa's exports to EU market. There are few countries that have taken

advantage of these preferences since EU market is the most important market for Africa's

exports. Mauritius is one of these that exploited the offers under Lome IV by intensifying her

export diversification programme over years from high dependence on sugar exports to exporting

a variety of textile products. Other countries like Kenya, Cote d'lvoire, Zambia,'Senegal,

profile. There has been increased number of countries seeking accession privileges to some of

/ These are: Botswana, Kenya, Madagascar, Swaziland, Zimbabwe -A-

and Namibia. . ■ '■■ " ■ ' ■.•■' ' - ' •'■■ ■.*'■-■"■ - .. * **&
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the product protocols having achieved export viability. This is true for instance, of Zambia with

respect to sugar quota 6/.

20. These few successes notwithstanding, the impact of access provision is dependent on the

nature of product as already noted elsewhere. Temperate products under CAP still face residual

non-tariff restrictions in terms of quota restrictions, various levies, marketing calendars or

reference prices. This greatly undermines the prospective entrants into the market. For

instance, reference prices are commonly imposed on horticultural products by EU countries

wishing to protect their domestic products. The landed price of fresh iiruit and vegetable-

exported in EU should exceed the level at which domestic product is sold. Furthermore quota

impositions put a limit to number of prospective suppliers in the market.

21. Some commodities have particularly attracted extra attention under the Convention tor a

number of reasons. Take tor instance sugar, its historical linkages dates"back to the UK special

agreement with the sugar producing Commonwealth countries. Banana is another commodity

whose interest has been raised out of contest between the "dollar" banana from the Latin

American multinational producers vis-a-vis ACP traditional suppliers.Z/ The ACP Banana

producers have been under constant threat since the decision to have EU common banana regime

under GATT. This position exposed many small and less competitive ACP producers who have

so tar enjoyed protection under the Lome preferential treatment. A number of African banana

producing countries are affected by this decision on banana. These include: Somalia, Cote

d'lvoire, Cameroon and Madagascar although they have been found to have price competitiveness

over the Caribbean counterpart. This in a way poses a stumbling block to the prospective

entrants to banana protocol. Ghana for one has for some time been trying to gain special quota

allocation under the non traditional quota. • ■ •: / ^- ■ u

22. During one of the negotiations for banana EU market access,the ACP countries managed

to reach a compromise with the tour Latin American GATT contracting parties by accepting a

Framework Agreement in March 19948/ ^Nevertheless, the Banana issue undertL&nc/;
Convention continues to be politically sensitive given that some EU member countries are hostile

to the continuation of the special preferences.

23. It is in this context that the ACP countries moved cautiously during the negotiations and

resisted the urge to amend Article 183 and instead pressed for additional funds for the remaining

£/ ACP, Report from the Committee of Ambassadors. May 1995, p.19, .

ACP/26/030/95, Rev.l / - - - * "---&T

2/ See more on this in document E/ECA/TRADE/94/8 * -^;

&/ ACP, Report from the Committee of Ambassadors to 59th Sessiony
of-ACP Council of Ministers. Brussels, Dec 1994, p.5 > ** r$?i$kl

1 -K- —
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tour years of the Convention to enable them undertake restructuring and other programmes as

well as adapt to the new marketing conditions including quality and quantity improvement and

competitiveness. Meanwhile, beneficiary countries in some Other commodities like beef which

also has a special protocol, have at times tailed to fulfil their entitlements due to some production

constraints. Hence, each commodity need to be judged separately in as tar as determining its

access possibilities in EU market.

2. Achievement Under the Mid-term Review

24. During negotiations of the Mid-term review of Lome IV Convention, ACP countries have

been pressing for enhanced accessibility of their products to EU market. They pro|)osed

complete free access of all ACP products imported into the Community. However, the

Community could not concede to outright removal of all these and instead, extended few

concessions either reducing applicable charges or increasing quotas. -

25. The nature of EU offers can be classified into three different groups of products; (a) Those

products not currently receiving any preferences had a 10% reduction in import charges

applicable to third countries with exception of olives, olive products, wine and lemon. In case

of pig meat and cereals a reduction of 5% would apply within quota of 250 tonnes and 10, 000

tonnes respectively, (b) Products subjected to quota and reference quantities had their tariff

quantities transformed into ceilings. These included fresh figs, sorghum and millet. Others like

sheep meat, poultry meat, milk products, cheese, pears and preparations of meat had their

quantities of tariff quotas doubled, (c) Quantities subject to marketing timetables had a 10%

reduction of import charges to quantities outside the calendar. >

26. However, these offers exclude certain important items in which ACP countries have

demonstrated some export potential. These include, strawberries, cherries, tomatoes and perry

pearsS/ . Furthermore, the offers fail to reduce duties or levies on two most important

commodities for the region, millet and sorghum. In the final analysis EU driers turns out to be

very small to make much impact in attracting investment and production tor trade in those

products. It has been urged and rightly so that since many of these products currently constitute

a minuscule of the community's total imports from third country and of intra-community trade

they pose little threat to disrupting EU internal trade. The community's imports from ACP

countries of the products under otter accounted to only 1% of community's import from third

ACP, Mid-term Review of the Fourth Lome Convention.

ACP/00/014/95NEGGRP.2, Feb. 1995,Brussels, p.6

10/ ACP, Hid-Term Review of the Fourth Lome Convention. March

1995, p.5, ACP/00/010/95 ^ .... ".:...,
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27. Access conditions is also influenced by the terms under the Rule of Origin. Although the

rule of origin is much more improved from the previous Conventions it still poses some serious

restrictions to Africa's investment and trade prospects. The ease in point is the fish exporting

countries which are affected by these stringent rules. There are sixteen fish exporting African

countries so tar, with greater potential tor more countries in the region tor this product given its

varsity in the reservoir of water resources. Nevertheless, the current vessel requirements under

the definition of "their" vessel and rules governing chartering and leasing are difficult to satisfy.

28. The definitional requirement "their" vessels, specifying nationality, flag, ownership and

crew ratios is still hard to fulfil by most African countries with their current limited skill of their

human resource leave alone the poor technological development. For the purpose of granting

preferential access to ACP sea fishing products imported in the EU market, the rule of origin

defines "their vessels" as those which satisfy the following conditions:

- are registered or recorded in a member state of the community in ACP state or

overseas Country and Territory (OCT)

- which sail under the flag of a member state of an ACP state or of an OCT.

- national ownership of at least 50% or nationals holding management, chairman,

chairman of board of directors or supervisory board.

- 50% crew, including master and officers national of states party to the Convention

29. Fishery industry in most African states is still poorly developed. Most fishermen rely on

such simple methodologies using very simple equipments to meet such conditions. The countries

could therefore benefit from foreign investors in the sector or better still going intojoint ventures

to acquire experience and necessary technological knowledge. **-*"♦'■'■• "f '■^■■^i&fa&tifr

30. Recognizing the need for chartering and leasing vessels, the Convention makes some

provisions but these too are quite restrictive. They restrict ACP countries'choice of competitive

vessel owners since priority has to be given to Community. Considering many ACP countries

don't own fishing fleets, the provisions prevent them from entering most advantageous fishing

they include:

11/ ACP/EEC, LOME IV Convention.. Protocol T Article
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ACP countries with intention to lease vessels has to give first choice to the EU, and

if EU is not interested in the offer the other third party must fulfil the management

conditions; i.e the 30% ratio of nationals for crew including the master and officers.

Few fleet owners would willingly charter their vessels under these conditions.

ACP countries sometimes need fish for their domestic processing plants. However,

there has been time when fisheries agreement concluded with EU has not been

fulfilled. This usually happens due to attractive compensatory terms that these

agreements are subjected to in the EU. The EU fisherman who fails to supply to

ACP cannery receives higher compensation than would be paid by the ACP state

" 12/. ■ " '.'_" ■."..': V.::,,

31. Another issue in the rules of origin relates to the value of tolerance whereby the current

provisions stipulate that the non-originating inputs used in manufacturing_a given product should

not exceed 10% of the ex-works price of final product. The ACP has sought to increase tins to
reflect the current production mode which utilize "component parts" as opposed to "inputs"..

Lack of enough concrete evidence that ACP countries have experienced problems in the

application of value tolerance has made pushing this particular amendment difficult. This calls

tor African countries' need to constantly disclose their constraints in all the aspects of

implementing the Convention before a solution can be found.

32.. The provisions related to cumulation under the rule of origin whereby ACP and EU

member states comprise one area tor the purpose of input sourcing is also not quite satisractory

to African countries. There is need tor flexibility to allow them source their inputs from other

developing countries which currently have preferential arrangements with EU. However AGP;

failed to convince EU bend to their proposed amendments. EU prefers to consider a third

country in context of a customs union or Free trade area with the ACP state, it remains to be

seen whether SADC member countries will eventually be allowed sourcing from South Africa. -■

Negotiations on this has so far not been concluded. Consequently, there was no change in the •

rule of origin provision during the mid-term review. A situation that calls for both sides to

continue to find a workable solution. . .

B. Cooperation in the Area of Commodities:STABEX

33. The System for the Stabilisation of Export Eamings(STABEX) was established in 19?£ with

the aim of addressing the problems of commodity exporting ACP countries. The provisions

governing itaoex system appear unuer i me n ot Lome IV convention on Cooperation in tne

field 6f Commodities. The provision inter alia stipulates that the system "shall be operated to

guarantee the stabilisation of earnings derived from the ACP states' exports to the Communit

l2/ACPf State of the Negotiations November 1994, p.13,

ACP/00/046/94/NEGGRP.2

-■r-j!-'r "' >r*""h' •,'.
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or other destinations as defined in the Article "of products on which their economies are

dependent and which are affected by fluctuations in price or quantity or both these factors". The

current product coverage is forty-nine. Any assessment of the achievement of the system would

of necessity seek to see how far these objectives have been attained.

34. The system which was widely acclaimed as an innovative one at the time of its inception

has since generated a good deal of criticism on its shortcomings. The main issues, have centred

around its product coverage, adequacy of funds and the financing of transfers. The eligibility

criteria of stabex as spelled out under articles 196 and 197 is determined by the dependency

threshold, product coverage, the reference level, the excess clause and the consultation

procedures43/

35. Product coverage initially evoked some feeling that the system deliberately tries to relegate

ACP countries to traditional role of raw material suppliers as opposed to diversifying their

production and exports. Such assumption is derived from the high concentration of primary

products qualifying under the scheme. To reinforce this suspicion some elements of the

provision under Article 188 setting conditions for accepting new products refers to "conditions

which characterize products, originating in the Community" meaning that considerations for

accepting new products are weighed against community capacity to supply those products.

.Nevertheless, some of these fears have since been allayed with the introduction of other

provisions which seek to promote diversifications of ACP's economies by developing the

processing, marketing, distribution and marketing faciIities(Article 70) through use of risk

capital. Useful as these provisions are, African countries have not been able to make use of

supporting provisions under Annex XX which allows for setting up a trade development project

to stimulate and develop these trade sector. ;':. f

36. Meanwhile, it is well known that, there are still a number of well deserving ACP countries
in general and African countries in particular which have high dependence level on <w

commodities but camiot qualify under the stabex scheme. Malawi's high dependence on tobacco

is a case in point. Under protectionist measures within the EU producing countries tobacco

cannot qualify to stabilization runds. In any case, problems associated with the level of Stabex

funding dispel hopes of accommodating many more commodities.

37. The issue of insufficient financial resources allotted to the scheme has undermined this

otherwise useful scheme, it would seem that the scheme was least prepared tor extraordinary

circumstances that have characterized the commodity sector over the recent years. Commodity

prices have been quite volatile particularly in the 1980s. This combined with the coilapscLof_

commodity agreements has triggered high instability in export earnings.

11/ Lome TV Convention Title II Articles 186-212
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38.' Stabex is designed in such a way that each five year allotment is divided into annual limits

but provisions are made for advance drawings into next years allotment if shortfall are incurred,

rhis later phenomenon was experienced in 1980 and 1981 when a sharp tall in coffee and cocoa

prices threatened to exhaust the whole five year allotment 14/ . Thus despite the increased

level of stabex resources under Lome IV from 925 million ECU to 1,5000 million ECU, this has

not stopped the high discrepancy between eligible claims on stabex and resource availability in

recent years. For instance, in 1990 Stabex coverage rate was only 39%, it reasonably improved

in 1993 to reach a coverage rate of 60%; but the overall average rate of transter has remained

at 45%.

39. It is obvious that Stabex scheme which has tor a long time been regarded as an insurance

scheme tor short fall in export earnings is tar from living up to its expectations. Besides,

transfers have not been as automatic as one is led to believe perhaps reflecting the financial

dilemma of the scheme. This is clearly implied under the safeguard provision in Article 203,

which stipulates that "trends in ACP country's exports to all destinations', its production of the

product and demand in the Community reveal significant changes'1; there will be consultations

between the Commission and ACP to determine whether transfers could be effected. This has

reduced transparency and automacity in the whole decision surrounding transfer of resources to

legible state.

40. The blame on the relatively tast depletion of Stabex funds is placed on the two

commodities: coffee and cocoa which almost claimed 82 per cent of the total transfer under

stabex in 1992 (arising from applicable year 1991) 15.!. The drastic declines in export

earnings of coffee and cocoa products due to price declines and collapse of commodity

agreements has thrown the whole scheme off its original course. This has led to suggestions to

devise a special scheme for these two commodities. It is believed that this would lead Id better

distribution of funds to more deserving countries. However, this should be resisted as It does

not provide a long term solution to the overall inadequacy in the funding of the scheme.

4K In the meantime, in the face of inadequate funds for the scheme, and given the.

discontinuation of mandatory reimbursement of Stabex transfers under Lome IV in contrast to

the previous Lome provisions, the question of how transfers are used is brought more- into

focus. This issue has been a subject of much debate during the Mid-Term Review negotiations.

42. Hie EU has increasingly tried to link Stabex with Structural Adjustment

Programmes(SAPs); a move which has been challenged by the ACP countries. During the Mtd-

icvicw iic^uuauuua uic l.u |«uyuM;u iu auu io aiucic ioo iu tcati. m me ca&e vi countries

',' 14/ ACP. Causes of Insufficiency of Stabex Resources and Possihle^.

"solutions'. 1995, p.5

ifcid p.6
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in receipt of structural adjustment aid under Article 246, the use of the resources transferred

under the system shall be harmonized with that of the adjustment resources allocated by the

Community, to which all or some of the Stabex resources may be added where

appropriate."

43. However the notion of harmonising the two programmes, SAPs and the Stabex with totally

different objectives affected ACP countries and seem to defeat the overall original purpose.

Whereas SAPS is designed to create an economic environment favourable to resumption of or

to an acceleration in the growth ofGDP and employment, Stabex system tries to remedy harmful

effects of the instability of export earnings by guaranteeing them a level of earnings from exports

of key agricultural products. While ACP countries wish to rationalise use of Stabex resources

they should not be rigidly tied with SAPs. To forestall derailing Stabex scheme to some general

development programme, ACP proposed a compromising amendment of the Article 209(4)

dealing with sector which transfer is made as follows; "Where there is "already an adjustment

operation designed to restructure production and export activities or to achieve diversification,

the resources may be used to secure those efforts and support any consistent reform

policy. "12/ Article 203 on consultations has also been a subject of scrutiny. EU wanted to

reduce the permissible level at which exports to all destinations has changed to reduce or stop

transfers to 10 % from the current 15 %. The ACP on the other hand pressed for 25%.

44. Another issue of contention relates to the rules with respect to use of stabex transfers as

enshrined in the so called Framework of Mutual Obligations. This rule introduces an obligation

by the ACP state to submit within 12 months to prove that it has used the transfers in accordance

with the stated objectives; or that if 50 per cent of the transfer is not spent within 12 months of

expiry period laid down by the disbursement timetable provided for in the framework the sums

in question shall return to the system." The ACP countries have pointed out the difficulties

which largely tall beyond their control of meeting these new stringent conditions. They have ■

pointed to a number of factors related to the bureaucratic delays with the EU administrative >.

machineries in approving certain programmes. "Furthermore, bottlenecks are encountered in ^
different perception of approaches, policies, sector to support coordination etc. between EU and

ACP states. In the final analysis, short of increasing Stabex funds to enable the scheme meet

its planned objectives these problems will not disappear. Suggestions have been made to restore

the scheme to a revolving credit fund so that ACP countries becomes stakeholder in the scheme

instead of aid recipient.

■16/ ACP, Mid-Term Review of the Fourth Lome Conventionr State pf

*the Negotiations .^ACP100/041/94, Brexelles p.19 y ^

17/ Akidi p20 .

18/ QDIr The Impact of the GATT-Uruguay Round on ACP States.

1994 P.45.
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C Trade Development

45, ^Provisions under Title X Article 135 to 138 of Lome IV Convention spell out a framework

for promoting the development of trade sector and services of the ACP states to increase their

self reliance, develop intra-ACP trade, international markets and regional cooperation in trade

and services. To implement such provisions, the Contracting Parties agreed to undertake a trade

development project to be financed initially from the sixth European Development Fund 13./
The objective was to establish focal point in Brussels to act as catalyst and driving force in

stimulating promotional work and identifying factors inhibiting effective use of provision. The

project would offer a range of technical support, human resources development and trade

information service to government, trade operators and community.

46. The pilot work on this project was delayed in starting and by February 1995 nothing had

been started. Given the enormous problems encountered by many African countries in their trade

sector in terms of inadequacy of human resource skills, poor trade infrastructures all of which

the project is designed to address, there is urgent need to exploit these provisions.

111.- IMPACT OF LOME IV CONVENTION ON TRADE STRUCTURE

of Preferential Arrangements

47. Five years of the life of the current Convention is a relatively short time to evaluate how

tar it has made an impact on promoting the expansion of Africa's trade sector. The impact can

only be derived from considering all.other previous conventions. The central element in

ACP/EU trade relationship however are the preferences offered under the Convention. On closer
look however these are influenced by the structure of Africa's exports. A significant ratip of

ACP (Africa's) exports accounting for approximately 60 per cent are non dutiable(this ratio is

highly influenced by the oil component). Another 4 per cent or so consists of items mainly
agricultural that face significant barriers in EU market due to their competitiveness with EU
producers. The remaining group are either competitive anyway or highly uncompetitive that a

small margin of preferences would make little difference.^/ The question is therefore
whether the existing preferential benefits in EU have induced Africa's trade to expand on the one

12/ACP/EEC, T,ome IV Convention. Annex XX

20/ Cable V, '"African Trade Policy and Multilateral ..; :• ■■>'?'.^;%'-'&
Negotiations", in Ti-ade Development in Sub-Saharan Africa, ;"■'■.;/
Frimpong-Ansah J.H. Editor, p. 159, 1990, Manchester University;-;

'Press -.'" -.-■■ ..; . '.■■'■' ■-;,: ,.- ., ;. -. ;■■■'' \-".; .^.
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hand and to diversify their exports on the other. Furthermore how the ACP countries have been

hindered in exploiting the benefits under the Convention.

48. Table 1 showing relative shares of ACP exports into EU market clearly indicates a

declining trend of Africa's share in EU total imports from 7 percent in 1980 to 3.7 per cent in

1992. Looked at from the other aspects related to the importance of each commodity group, one

can see that there has been greater declines in EU market ofthe traditional exports including tbod

items, raw materials, ores and metals as opposed to fuels. There is a surprising rise in the share

of manufactures.(table II)

. Table 1

; _. Value of EU imports from ACP States in bn ecu and share of

EU's total imports (1976-1992)

Africa

Caribbean

Pacific

Total

1976

bn

9.4

0.8

0.2

10.4

%

6.0

0.5

0.1

6.6

1980

bn

17.0

1.6 ,

0.4

19.0

%

6.3

0.6

0.1

7.0

1985

bn

24.2

1.6

0.7

26.5

%

6.0

0.4

0.2

6.6

1990 -

V
20.1

1.4

0.4

2L9

4.4

0.3

0.1

4.8

1992

bn

16.0

1.5

0.4

17.9

%

3.3

0.3

0.1

3.7

.Source: Eurostat data

. / Table II

Share of Africa's Exports in EU by Commodity Group (Percentage)

- " . '* , ".

All tbod items

(SMCO+H22+4)' *

Agricultural Raw

Materials

(SITC 2-22-27-28)

Ores and Metals

(SITC 27+28+68)

Fuels (SITC 3)

Manufactured goods

(SITC 5 to 8 less 68) '

1970

25.7

7.0

20.0

43.1

4.1 ■ •■'

1980

13.1

4.1

7.8

69.1

5.0

1990

13.6

4.3

5.9

60.3

Source: UNCTAD Handbook ot International irade and Development Statistics, 1992.
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49 From this data the picture that vaguely emerges is that the preferences under the
Convention have done little to stimulate Africa's trade to meaningful degree. A number of
African countries still heavily depend on exporting few primary commodities, in recent years
some of these countries^eem to have lost out their relative market share in those commodities
to other developing countries particularly, in South East Asia and Latin America.

50. Evidently, it would be unfair to make a general conclusion to an economically diversified
region such as Africa is on their achievement within Lome. For, definitely some countries have
managed to benefit from the Convention as illustrated by the degree of diversification so far
achieved. Few countries have demonstrated great potential for industrial non-traditional exports.

Such countries are for instance, Mauritius, Cote d'lvoire, Kenya, Zimbabwe, Cameroon and
Senegal. A study showed products that ACP countries have recently gained rapid export growth.
These included: canned tuna, bovine hides and skins, leather accessories, parquet pieces, wood
veneers, laminated blackboard, wood inlay, cotton yarn, cotton tabrics, six separate articles of
clothing and one of furnishings. In these products export growth of ACP countries has exceeded
that of other developing countries. Countries like Mauritius and Zimbabwe are now significant
exporters of clothing and textile products. Kenya has taken to specializing in out of season
vegetables and exotic fruit and vegetables. Cote d'lvoire is now a significant exporter of
processed wood, wooden articles, and paper pulp in addition to canned fruits.21/ It must of
course be noted that all these are natural based resource products where developing countries
derive their greatest potential. This therefore put countries in similar region in direct competition
with each other. Nevertheless these are only very few countries that have managed pull out and

it is hot even certain that the Convention preferences are the reason. A look at some of the
constraints in the'Convention could shade some light on why some other countries are not fully

exploiting these benefits.

B. , Cffnstraints - ■■■.■ ... ,-■ . ■■.■..■.,.. > ..:',, . ■ ■ v^ '.

51. The EU duty free and low tariff offers under Lome Convention look deceptively attractive

in principle but have been flawed with implementation problems in practice. Some of the

problems lie in the half-hearted way some otters are designed which tend to discourage ACP
countries' trade expansion. This is particularly true with African products that are in direct
competition with EU products particularly those protected under EU CAP or MFA policies. To
this end there are tew obstacles taat cieariy ninuer Atrtcan countries tun exploitation or Lome

Convention benefits. "*

2X/ SixJeriVS; and iSengupta J. Africa and Project 1992 p.174
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52. To cite some of them, the rule of origin as noted earlier is considered stringent and
unrealistic to many African countries striving to diversify their exports. The value tolerance of
non-onginating inputs is currently untenable tor many poor African countries with low
technological base. Furthermore, the cumulation requirement for the purpose of sourcing inputs
need also to be geographically broadened to enable ACP countries flexibility in sourcing
materials from most advantageous source such as from those countries currently benetltting from
EU preferences. Fish exporting countries have found the ownership requirement of vessel also
quite limiting in investing and expanding the industry to take advantage offered under the
Convention. Derogations procedures and decisions are other elements in the rule of origin that
discourage potential exports. The other issue relates to the quota restrictions. Certain goods that
are subject to quota like sugar and fish tend to have unreaiisticaily low quota allocations under
the Convention.

IV. THE WAY FORWARD *

A- Africa's Stake in the Emerging International Trading Pnvimnfflnit

53. Preferential access of Africa's products to EU together with other associated trade benefits
including STABEX which are derived from Lome Convention have for many years formed a
strong bond between these two groups of countries. It is not surprising therefore that countries
ponder as to what the future might hold in the race of emerging global liberalization under the
Uruguay Round. Already the issue of compatibility of Lome Convention with GATT provisions
Article XXV (5) as well as with WTO has been a subject under examination by the GATT
working parries. Fortunately, the parties in December 1994 granted a waiver to the parties of
the Lome Convention to last until February 2000. The waiver will be subject to review every *
two years. •■•"■■■• ' „..,.. -•■..-. .._.-... -...., ■ .■.:.*>•*+&#..'

■-.1 ■'•*■*-. ,

54. The concern of ACP in general and African countries in particular is that already a
number of research studies undertaken confirm the tears that these countries will loose some1: i
preferential benefits in EU market on some key products as a result of EU MFN offers. As i
already noted the products affected include coffee, cocoa beans, basic wood products, metals and

minerals for which MFN tariffs have been reduced to zero. ACP countries mat have made

progress in manufactures race almost SO per cent decrease of the preferences on these exports

to EU.22/ This has an impact not only on competitiveness in these products but on those
countries which have not moved out of the traditional exnort of Primary wnrtnet* which will now

find it more difficult. The impact is likely to be felt more due to high dependence rate of, t

African countries on only a few products for their export earnings which automatically lead to

reduced export earnings. - .

21/ ODI, The Impact Of GATT- rjruouav Round on ACP Statesr
■ 1994, P.I . -:■■ ■ .-.-■ . -. .^^r%^:^- • - ■. ,--*.;- .; ■ -.
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B. Preserving Africa's Interest

55. Within such unsettling environment, ACP and African countries in particular, should strive

to defend their interests under Lome to ensure its continuity. It is obvious that African countries

with such open economies and high trade dependence, stand to lose most without Lome

Convention. To start with many contracting parties in the region have not even yet taken full

advantages of the benefits derived from the convention tor various reasons. Lack of proper

infrastructural facilities and overall enabling environment to attract trade and investment have

partly hindered trade expansion. .

56. It is now time to vigorously work On practical measures that will reduce Africa's loses

under Etf market and guarantee her future competitiveness in the international trade. For this

reason it is important to:

1. Target for implementing the trade development project under the current Convention

as it is designed to stimulate the promotion of ACP exports to EU market. More

countries beyond the mere 21 countries currently in the pilot project should benefit

from the project.

2. minimize the degree of loss from future EU MFN liberalization and improve their

competitiveness by moving into non-traditional exports through intensive

diversification programmes.

3. sensitize the benefits under Lome Convention to the small and medium scale business

sector in African economies who are newly entering the trading scene after decades

of public sector monopolies in this area.

V. CONCLUSION

57. African countries must not be lulled into believing that Lome Convention is a panacea tor

tackling their developmental needs in general and spurring growth in their trade sector in

particular. Like many economic cooperation agreements, the Convention is fraught with certain

strengths and weaknesses some of which have been highlighted throughout the document. The

access provisions, for instance, are definitely useful in some product lines like wood, metal,

sugar and some out of season horticultural products. Other products, however, like fisheries and

beef, require high investment outlays to meet the high standards and stringent rules under the

ronvention.

58. Another example of the Conventions' weakness can be found in some instruments under

the Convention like the Stabex scheme. Though designed to address problems of instability of ...

incomes from the commodity export earnings it seems to have outlived its usefulness. ^Tmisff

many critics agree that, it needs revamping to enable it adapt to the current reality in the

commodity market.
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59. What African countries need to realise most is that, it is through their individual efforts

towards increasing support to their trade sector both in terms of policy orientation and enabling

environment that they will acquire competitiveness. The provisions under LOME Conventions

should be seen as providing oitly a springboard to promoting their products to wider markets not

only in EU but in other developed markets. Such a vision is realistic given that the margins of

those preferential benefits under the Convention are destined to be eroded as a result of EU

increased liberalization under MFN. For this reason, African countries need to focus more on

exploiting trade development provisions, particularly, those related to production, marketing,

diversification and transport aspects as underscored in Article 18 of the Treaty to enable them

build up the necessary export capacity through diversification.

-.ifigj ;- %

*.
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